
 
 

“Talk the Walk” with Martin Royds 

 

Tombarra – Come to Learn, Leave to Take Action 

 
Part 3 
Hugo: You've known Shane for some time; you've got quite a close connection to Shane Mortimer, haven't 

you? 
 

Martin: Definitely, yes. He's taught me a lot about native grasses, he and his partner have worked with me in 
harvesting native grass seeds. We've harvested a lot of Microlaena, Danthonia and Kangaroo grass 
over the last, oh, probably five or six years. They've helped me learn how to harvest those native 
grasses and process them and then we've jointly sold them down into Victoria, down into your 
country, actually. We sold them to the Victorian Roads and Traffic Authority, I think, to put on the 
edge of your highways. 
 

Hugo: Oh it's lovely to hear that. 
 

Martin: It's a funny story though, Hugo. The guy wanted to buy a huge amount of kangaroo grass seed but 
he wanted it all cleaned and it's a very difficult process to clean all the awns out of the seed. It costs 
$150 a kilo to clean it. I offered to sell him the seed just with the awns because they mix it up with 
chaff and then spray it on the side but no, he wanted to buy the seed. We sold them the seed, I think 
$600 a kilo, and I was going to sell him it already mixed with chaff for $25 a kilo but he didn't want to 
buy that. 
 

Hugo: [Crosstalk 00:01:39]. 
 

Martin: I also said that Microlaena would be a better grass for on the edges of the road because it mats out; 
it's not as fire-prone and etcetera, etcetera. He said, "Oh no, no, we only want to buy native grass." I 
went, "It is native grass." We still have a lot to learn, I think and that's where Shane and Paul are 
helping us learn about how the native Aborigines worked with the land. Some of the new books out, 
‘Dark Emu’ and Bill Gammage's book ‘The Greatest Estate on Earth’ are starting to only now teach us 
how the Aborigines farmed the land and how they worked with the land and now I'm starting to 
learn how that Welcome to Country was not just, "Hi Hugo, how are you going?" It's, "Hi Hugo, 
welcome to this country. At the moment we have these plants and if you process them this way, you 
can eat them. If you don't, they'll poison you." Perhaps if Burke and Wills had stopped and done a 
Welcome to Country they wouldn't have poisoned themselves on the nardoo. 
 

 It's interesting how our history, we didn't learn at school that Burke and Wills poisoned themselves, 
we learned that they starved to death. Now you talk to the Aborigines and they said, "Oh no, no, 
they came and saw us harvesting nardoo and went out and did the same but they didn't process it 
correctly and they poisoned themselves." Poor guy sat there with a bad belly. There is a lot we can 
still learn from our indigenous brothers. 
 

Hugo: Yeah. I'm glad to hear that there's quite a connection between you and Shane Mortimer. That's good 
to hear what you just had to say. 
 

Martin: Yeah, and they're not closed to learning from us too. They're about holistic management and I 
suppose a lot of their culture was lost, sadly, and they can re-find some of that by going through 
these processes of holistic management. Peter Andrews is always, when he starts drawing how the 
landscape functions it starts looking mighty like one of the Aboriginal paintings. At the course Stuart 
Andrews actually brings out an Aboriginal painting that he had done for him and points out that 



these dots are plants and these lines are where the water flowed and these big dots are where you 
found water. They weren't a painting, they were a map of the landscape and how to find your way 
through country. When you were Welcomed to Country they would draw in the sand one of those 
what we see as paintings and then the people would know their way through the landscape and 
where to find food and water. 
 

Hugo: Amazing. 
 

Martin: It's amazing, actually. Funnily enough, a few years ago I was in Greg Hunt's office and a couple of 
people were trying to explain Peter Andrews' ways of understanding the landscape and Greg was 
getting more and more confused with these two ladies who thought their best way of explaining it 
was to talk more and louder. Greg eventually put up his hands and said, "Martin, can you please tell 
me what they're saying?" I turned around and said, "See that painting on your wall?" He had a 
beautiful Aboriginal dot painting on his wall, I said, "That is how Peter sees the landscape. Not as a 
painting, but as a map of where the hills are, where the steps are in the landscape, where the water 
is, where the flood would go out, where you'll find food." 
 

 I think Greg Hunt looked at that painting for the first time in totally different eyes. I caught him a 
couple of times glancing back up to it going, "Oh." I think he then started to understand Peter's 
unique ability to see the landscape from above, similar to how the Australian Aborigines learned to 
read the landscape and therefore survive and work it. As you read more and more of Bill Gammage's 
book and ‘Dark Emu’, you realize they altered and manipulated and farmed the whole Australian 
landscape far more than we ever gave them credit for. 
 

Hugo: I think they could tap into a certain energy that we don't know about and that's a universal energy, 
which does frighten people when you start talking about that. I'm quite sure the Aborigines could 
tap into that. 
 

Martin: Definitely. As an aside, Hugo, on the Tarwyn Park Training Course we were right up on top of the hill 
on the Mulloon Farm and I looked over the back fence and Shane and Paul had only just taught me 
how to spot yam daisies. I looked over this fence and there was a whole field of yam daisies there. I 
jumped the fence and dug one up, and sure enough, there was this bulb as big as a large radish. You 
could see that a lot of people would have walked through that landscape, it was a fairly dry, brittle 
gum forest, and wouldn't have been able to see food there and even now, I only just learned in the 
last couple of weeks. I could have gotten a good feed out of half an acre there of yam daisies, and 
fed the whole group, actually. There were hundreds of these yam daisies in flower. 
 

Hugo: Yeah, so if you're an explorer and knew what you're doing, knew bits of Aboriginal ways, you could 
survive. 
 

Martin: You could've had a good roast yam dinner that night and there were a few hollow logs, I'm sure you 
could have pulled a possum out to roast for a bit of protein as well. 
 

Hugo: Feel good the next day. 
 

Martin: Yes. That was the beauty of the yams is they could put them up a hollow log and come back in four 
months' time like we'd put potatoes away over the winter. They could get a feed if they went into a 
hard winter or a bush fire went through or something like that, they could go and dig these up and 
have a good feed. 
 

Hugo: Are you going to do any courses on yam daisies at Tombarra, or is that going to come up in the 
[crosstalk 00:08:55] courses? 
 

Martin: Yes. If you Google up ‘Tombarra’, we've got the schedule of courses coming up and the yam daisy 
one will be ... it's sometime in late February next year. 
 

Hugo: If we go to Google and put in ‘Tombarra’ we'd find your courses? 



 
Martin: You'll find ‘Tombarra’ and then yes, you'd get on the website and you can find it. Conversely, you 

can just go to www.tombarra.com.au and ... 
 

Hugo: Okay, thank you. 
 

Martin: ... See some pictures there. Hopefully in the next couple of days we'll have the first photograph up of 
Peter and Stuart Andrews arm in arm. 
 

Hugo: [Crosstalk 00:09:47]. 
 

Martin: Sorry, we'll put that up as soon as ... we're just finding out who had the best photograph. 
 

Hugo: Fantastic. 
 

Martin: I've got it on good authority today that Wendy Page, who did the first Australian Story, is quite 
excited about the fact of Peter and Stuart getting back together. 
 

Hugo: Right. 
 

Martin: There might be a final one, yeah, another Australian Story, a good story. 
 

Hugo: Yeah, yeah. It'll be lovely. Lovely to get another story or an update, really, so it's fresher material or 
revision for people who've seen it in the past. 
 

Martin: Yeah. It was very exciting that happened at ‘Tombarra’ for us because that's our whole goal to be an 
open place of learning where people can come and make friendships again. 
 

Hugo: Yeah. I liked hearing that the people sat around the fire and exchanged ideas and exchanged what 
they could take back to their farms. That really is remarkable, isn't it? 
 

Martin: It is and it's always interesting how people go, "Oh, you know, when Peter said this I didn't 
understand that." Everybody else goes, "No, I didn't either and can we ask him?" The next day back 
at the course people say, "Oh, none of us could understand when you said 'blah, blah, blah."' He'd 
raise and get a little smirk on the side of his face and he said, "Yes, I suppose I didn't tell you this bit 
and this bit and this bit, but when you put it all together you'll start to see the picture." I must admit 
over the years of knowing Peter, so often he's told me something. I was going, "Oh, I get it." He'll 
look at me with that wiry smile again and say, "I told you that back in 2009." I wasn't ready to hear it 
or learn it at that stage, you know. 
 

 As you find in your educating process, people can look at one of your DVDs and then six months later 
look at it again and suddenly it'll click or they'll understand it because they've picked up some more 
information from somewhere else and the jigsaw starts to get put together. 
 

Hugo: I'm amazed what I learn myself by just going for a bit of revision and I'm also amazed what I keep 
learning from farmers themselves when I have a chat with them. 
 

Martin: Yes, it does make farming a lot more exciting when you're out there observing and learning and 
working with the nature rather than before we'd panic when we saw a weed pop its head up. I had 
that highlighted to me today. We had the Green Army here and we were planting the 564 trees we 
planted today. One of the outcrops where we were planting the trees there was a big Lomandra 
bush that was growing out through the split rocks. The Landcare person said, "Oh wow, look at that 
Lomandra bush there and how tall in season," all that. I can remember 25 years ago taking my 
grandfather around, who was a very good farmer, and he pointed to that rock and he said, "I don't 
know what that is, but you'd better spray it." 
 

Hugo: Oh dear. 
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Martin: Then I thought to myself, I don't know what it is either, but the fact that it's only growing in the rock 

doesn't mean that it's going to take over the farm. I actually didn't spray it and now there was this 
quite rare shingle backed lizard living in that Lomandra, which the Landcare person was very excited 
about. We also found some wild sorghum today growing up through the rocks. My grandparents 
were very conservative farmers and they allowed some of the native grasses to perpetuate and 
didn't get chewed out, whereas wild sorghum, for instance, got chewed out very early in most of the 
pastures around here because it was so productive ... 
 

Hugo: Yes, I noticed. 
 

Martin: Yes. It's got a very silky, [ripped 00:14:44] seed that I think the sheep and cattle ate out and so most 
of, well, on the 450 hectares here I know of probably five wild sorghum plants left. 
 

Hugo: Oh dear. That's a- 
 

Martin: All is regrowing today, which was good. 
 

Hugo: You'll have to fence them off. 
 

Martin: Yes, well with our farming technique we let them go to seed and then pulse for grazing and so 
they're actually getting thicker and more prevalent. 
 

Hugo: That's fantastic to hear that. 
 

Martin: Yeah. Apart from the fact the seed is worth $600 a kilo, so I wouldn't mind quite a few acres of it 
anyway. 
 

Hugo: Yeah, yeah. Hopefully it does eventuate like that. 
 

Martin: Yes, well we're getting bigger and bigger patches of it out on another block, we managed to harvest 
a few kilos of the seed last year. 
 

Hugo: Actually managed, did you? 
 

Martin: Yes. We went out there with a sickle. It's so valuable we walked around and there was a few acres of 
it and we bagged up ... Bagged up there's quite a few kilos, but cleaned out came out at probably 
two or three kilos. 
 

Hugo: That's great that you did it, that's great experiment. It's a start, isn't it? 
 

Martin: Yeah, yeah. Actually the native seeds growers who sell the seed; they were the ones mainly 
interested in it because it's such a rare grass. When they heard I had some they were ringing up 
wanting to buy it. 
 

 

 

 
  

  

  

 


